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Objective

The objective with this assignment was to apply the techniques we had learnt 
under the last part of the course and show that we are capable of using it in a 
context.

In that case we were asked to choose an object and show four different 
properties of it by means of lighting.

• Shape
• Form
• Texture
• Colour

I chose for that assignment a perfume-flacon of my wife as it has an 
appealing shape, different textures and colour.



Content

Objective 2
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How have I done against the assessment criteria points 18



Shape

This part is about the outline of the subject. The form, in other words the 

three-dimensional properties, are done in the next part.

As the flacon has in my opinion just one characteristic side, from the front or 

back, I decided to show this side.

Shots from above or the side of the bottle did not really make the shape 

justice.

The first picture is more or less the classic backlighting approach with the 

flacon standing in front of a light directed towards the camera.

When photographing glass you normally want to darken the sides of the 

glass in order to outline it even more but I could not make it in this case. 

Whatever I did there was absolutely not darkening of the bottle. I guess that 

the shape of the glass and the edge can be “blamed”

To get even less information I converted it into black and white.

The next picture has a different approach as I wanted to included different 

lighting methods as well as having a black background

This picture was taken with a shutter speed of ten seconds and painting the 

flacon with a head lamp.

Editing included apart from the normal changes in contrast, exposure and so 

on just that I took away the plate the flacon stood upon.

Even if the information “inside” the bottle is visible I think it is an appealing 

picture of the bottle and the main aspect is the shape.

Alternative pictures might have shown just the shadow of the flacon on a wall 

or having a stricter dark version of the first picture, in other words trying to 

achieve the same effect as with the first one just in front of a dark 

background and with white reflectors getting the light outlines of the flacon.







Form

Describing the three-dimensional shape of the subject is what is asked in this 

part of the assignment.

My thoughts were that I wanted to get some diagonals in the picture to have 

them leading the eye into he picture, giving more a 3D impression and that 

meant choosing to change the camera angle to one side and as a second way 

of showing depth I thought that shadows that are cast by the subject add to 

the impression of depth.

The first picture shows the flacon slightly turned to one side in front of a 

black background standing on a plastic sheet and light coming from under it.

I decided to take that lighting to give more “volume” to the flacon and the 

fluid in it. That even gave me nicely lit edges in the flacon. I put a white sheet 

of paper from the upper side to get some fill light on the cork but I think it 

has been a little to weak. I tried to even get some light on the front of the 

cork but was not successful in that. Definitely a way to improve the picture 

but on the other hand might it take away part of the lighting effect.

The second picture shows how my thoughts were about using shadows to 

create three-dimensionality.

The flacon is lit from one side, camera from above creating a shadow that 

more or less looks like the flacon itself, apart from having a heart in it and 

being stretched a little on the paper.

Retrospectively I have to say that I should have chosen a position of the 

camera that is more from the top directly down so that you could not see the 

side of the bottle which would have been quite more interesting as one 

cannot see how it looks like and just has the shadow to guess.

I like the gradient of light which come from the single directional light.

Editing included apart from the traditional exposure and contrast 

adjustments an addition of vignette as a frame around it. Without it it looked 



a little lost and that it needed a border. Maybe because of the shadow not 

being so sharp.







Texture

This part of the assignment is about texture or in other words the surface 

structure of the subject. 

I decided to concentrate on two details of the flacon, the label and the cork.

The glass itself has of course also structure but to my eyes the other two 

details were better.

The first picture shows the cork. Again taken with a long shutter speed and 

“painted” with light. My idea was that side lighting gives the best impression 

of the texture and I therefore had more light from the left hand side to get 

the impression of directional light but at the same time light from the right 

side to lighten the shadows. I liked the red light on the right side which 

comes from the inside of the band reflecting the main light. 

Maybe another angle had given even a more interesting view?

The second picture came a little as a surprise. I wanted to show the label with 

side lighting in order to show the uneven structure and uneven letters when 

looking at them at very close range.

At first I went for the “straight ahead” approach but that was a boring picture, 

very square and not as active as the perfume wants to be.

I therefore turned the flacon a little to get diagonals and the camera got 

some problems with the white balance giving me almost monochrome 

images of the flacon. As that fitted well with the assignment to concentrate 

on the structure I adapted this and went for a dark, not very colourful image.

I like how the letters get almost three-dimensional with the light giving 

highlights. 

Not so happy am I about the fact that you can see the light source which is 

just a bed lamp directed to the label. I tried several lightsources and several 

angles at which to light it but never succeeded in getting rid of the light 

showing in the glass and at the same time getting the lighting I wanted to 

achieve. Even several light modifiers I tried did not help.



As a second thing I did not like is the plastic tube inside the bottle but I 

simply could not get rid of that. 

A nice touch to the picture is, in my opinion, that you can see the label 

reflected in the back of the flacon.







Colour

This part is about showing the colour or colours that are present in the 

flacon in an appealing way with intensive colours.

There were several choices and I show two one here and one of the pictures 

in form could also be used in this part of the assignment The picture there is 

in front of a black background giving an extra challenge of the colour and 

writings in the logotype are dark but lighting it from under the bottle just 

gave enough light inside the bottle to give enough contrast and light in the 

perfume to get a difference to the logotype.

The first picture here is taken in natural light on a cloudy day in front of a 

white background. Natural light was chosen as it normally gives bright and 

true colours. Cloudy to get a softer light on it.

I adjusted exposure afterwards to get it lighter as it was directly from the 

camera but tried to keep the light green-yellow colour of the perfume.

Next is again a bed lamp from the left hand side and a little from above the 

flacon, slightly in front of it to get light on the label. White balance set to the 

background to get a neutral tone but other adjustments included just 

exposure and contrast apart from cropping of course.







How have I done against the assessment 
criteria points?
General thoughts about the assignment and 
my performance

I thought it was an interesting challenge to explore a subject in such detail as 
I did with that assignment. It reminded me a little of “Mindfulness-
meditation” which just is about becoming mindful about thoughts and one of 
the exercises there is about exploring a raisin with all of the senses in a way 
that enables you to know your raisin amongst a million other raisins.

Before the assignment I did research as recommended by my tutor and 
concentrated on the lighting of Penn ans Weston as both of them are known 
to be very pedantic in that. Apart from that I was lucky that Neil Crighton 
visited us and came with some direct feedback about the pictures I had taken 
earlier of glasses, bottles, the egg-shaped timer and so on as you can see in 
the blog.
He recommended also a more intensive approach to thinking about what I 
want to show and how the subject looks in different lighting situations.
Many thanks to him in that matter! He opened my eyes.
Yousuf Karsh was someone he mentioned also because of the skill of lighting 
so that even his web page became a source of information and inspiration.

When comparing to where I was before the lighting chapter and to where I 
am now I have to say that I have made a big leap, mostly in being conscious 
about the picture and how to convey ones thoughts about it.
I still am conscious about that there is still very much training needed to give 
me the security to get it right in a more effective way.
Theories are there but practice needed.

All together Am I satisfied with the pictures I have delivered. Some things 
might have been done differently as I mentioned in the chapters.

I also learned that you have to be more organized than in any other field of 
photography I have encountered so far. Good training for my patience.


